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Abstract—Fishery lights on the surface could be detected by the Day and Night Band (DNB) of the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) on the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (Suomi-NPP). The DNB covers the spectral range of 500 to 900 nm and realized a higher sensitivity. The DNB has a difficulty of identification of fishing lights from lunar lights reflected by clouds, which affects observations for the half of the month. Fishery lights and lights of the surface are identified from lunar lights reflected by clouds by a method using the DNB and the infrared band, where the detection limits are defined as a function of the brightness temperature with a difference from the maximum temperature for each level of DNB radiance and with the contrast of DNB radiance against the background radiance. Fishery boats or structures on islands could be detected by the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) on the polar orbit satellites using the reflected microwave by the surface reflecting targets. The SAR has a difficulty of tradeoff between spatial resolution and coverage while detecting the small targets like fishery boats. A distribution of fishery boats and island activities were detected by the scan-SAR narrow mode of Radarsat-2, which covers 300 km by 300 km with various combinations of polarizations. The fishing boats were detected as a single pixel of highly scattering targets with the scan-SAR narrow mode of which spatial resolution is 30 m. As the look angle dependent scattering signals exhibits the significant differences, the standard deviations of scattered signals for each look angles were taken into account as a threshold to identify the signal from fishing boats and structures on the island from background noise. It was difficult to validate the detected targets by DNB with SAR data because of time lag of observations for 6 hours between midnight by DNB and morning or evening by SAR. The temporal changes of island activities were detected as a change of mean intensity of DNB for circular area for a certain scale of activities. The increase of DNB mean intensity was corresponding to the beginning of dredging and the change of intensity indicated the ending of reclamation and following constructions of facilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE South China Sea (SCS) is the second largest semi-enclosed sea in the world [1] holding a large marine ecosystem with the terrestrial inputs from rivers, where fishery activities are deployed widely in the coastal waters and transboundary waters (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Spratoly Islands (rectangle region) on the SCS [2]
II. APPROACH

A. Empirical Model to Extract Fishery Lights under Moon

An empirical approach was conducted to distinguish lights of fishing boats from lunar lights reflected by clouds as a function of brightness temperature (BT) at 3.7 μm and DNB radiance, with an assumption that the strong lights of fishing boats may penetrate thin clouds [14].

The empirical equation was proposed from the regression line between DNB and $\Delta BT_{3.7}$, which is the detection limit as the temperature difference from the cloud free region at the given radiance of DNB.

$$\Delta BT_{3.7} = \exp(a DNB + b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $a$ and $b$ are empirical coefficients of 0.07 and 5.3, respectively. Operationally, the lights from the surface at the radiance of certain DNB ($BT$) could be distinguished from the cloud reflected lunar lights as:

$$BT_{3.7,\text{max}} > BT > BT_{3.7,\text{max}} - \Delta BT_{3.7}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

B. Validation with SAR Data

The Synthetic Aperture Radar data were applied to discuss a possibility of validating the DNB detected Scan SAR narrow mode A of Radarsat-2 on Dec. 8, 2014 at 10:25Z, of which spatial resolution is about 30 m by 30 m and its coverage is about 300 km by 300 km. The Scan SAR was selected because of its coverage, although the spatial resolution is not enough to observe a fine structures, but there is a possibility to identify microwave reflecting structures [12], [13]. Unfortunately, the SAR and DNB could not be synchronized because of the operational restriction, while the SAR needs the sufficient solar power energy which is not available in the night.

As the SAR image, once mapped on the GIS space, does not keep a concept of scan angle (column) and flight direction or azimuth (line), the SAR image was statistically analyzed based on the polygons prepared along scan lines of SAR image (Box polygons on Fig. 3). Fishery boats were identified from the threshold defined by the higher scattering signals exceeding the multiple numbers of standard deviation within each polygons. This method was confirmed by the AIS data for 12 hours on the day when SAR observation was conducted.

C. Zone Statistics to Detect Temporal Change of Islands Activities

The DNB imagery was used to detect the temporal change of island building activities. Although the empirical method to identify lights from fishing boats under the lunar lights reflected by clouds was proposed in this study, the lunar lights-free data were selected to eliminate lights other than those from island-building activities in this analysis.
The radius of each circle was scaled to 5 km, enclosing 78.5 km², which covers the runway and dredgers working around the island. The ArcMAP zonal statistics function was applied to get a DNB mean intensity from each circle zones. As clouds are not distributed uniformly within a scene, finding cloud free condition on one reef does not mean an equally cloud free for other reefs. Several days before and after the new moon were used when, on the actual day of the new moon, clouds obscured the ground and the received lights intensity was close to zero.

III. RESULTS

A. Fishery Lights Detected among Lunar Reflected Lights by Clouds

Fig. 2 (a) shows the DNB data on March 22, 2016, where fishery lights and lunar lights reflected by clouds are observed within one screen. The moon phase was the waxing Gibbous with the relative irradiance of 99% of the full moon. The empirical method proposed in this study was applied and the lights from fishing boats were extracted on Fig. 2 (b). The empirical method made it possible to identify the fishery lights from the lunar lights reflected by clouds.

B. Validation with SAR Data

Fig. 3 shows the fishery lights detected by DNB (small circle) on Dec.8, 2014 at 17:28Z and ships identified by SAR (large circle) on Dec.8, 2014 at 10:25Z. The locations of some ships detected by SAR were confirmed with the Automatic Identification System (AIS) dataset, where the locations of ships detected by SAR were interpolated from two locations of ships reported by AIS. The time difference between the DNB and the SAR observations made it difficult to validate the locations of fishery boats detected by the DNB with SAR, except the stable light sources on the islands.

C. Zone Statistics to Detect Temporal Change of Islands’ Activities

Data from Mischief Reef (Fig. 4) showed a DNB mean intensity at or near 0 nW cm⁻² sr⁻¹ until January of 2015. The DNB mean intensity then increased gradually up to 6 nW cm⁻² sr⁻¹ from February of 2015 to June of 2015, and then to 10 nW cm⁻² sr⁻¹, observed in November of 2016, although month-to-month variations were observed. According to the CSIM/AMTI report, reclamation operations started in January of 2015, which corresponds to the period of increased DNB mean intensity. The DNB mean intensity increased gradually to a higher level in June of 2015, around the time that the AMTI imagery showed the finished coastline. The highest DNB mean intensity around, 15 nW cm⁻² sr⁻¹, was observed in August of 2016, following to the first use of the runway by a civilian plane here, as well as at Subi Reef, in June of 2016.

IV. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION

Although the validation is necessary for the empirical method to discriminate fishery lights from cloud reflected lunar lights, the time series of fishery lights may suggest one way to validate the empirical method to detect fishery lights. Or, an intensive studies on the light sources on the islands under various cloud coverage and lunar illumination will give the validation data for the empirical method.

SAR data is the finest method to validate the locations of fishery lights and ships, if the synchronized observations between systems are possible. Unfortunately, the time lag around 6 hours between DNB and SAR observations made it difficult to validate DNB observation. The validation of stable light sources on islands or drifting ships could be possible and the intensive case study will be conducted.

The radius of circular area determines a sensitivity of DNB mean intensity. The current radius of 5 km covers the 3000 m airstrips and related activities, which covers all necessary activities. But the 5 km radius is too big for activities on or around smaller islands, because of large area of back ground. The intensive studies on the sensitivity of accounting zone and consistency are necessary, especially while comparing among different area of islands.

The DNB of VIIRS band on Suomi-NPP is a useful tool for monitoring island activities from the beginning of the dredging and following activities on constructions of buildings and/or runways.

Fig. 4 Time series of DNB mean intensity of Mischief Reef from 2014 to 2016 with remarks read from satellite and reported
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